https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdQ5VvdFWHU
TIME KETTLE M2
https://edpuzzle.com/media/5f1e7aaf6fa2813f25662295
It all started in 2016 when our team of engineers developers working days and nights to create the
WT2 world translator earbuds, a professional translation device empowering simultaneous live
translation.
We were entrusted by nearly 300,000 users across the globe to become one of the best-selling
translators in the world.
Since then, we've been imagining to combine WT2 plus with something extraordinary.
Introducing Time Kettle M2, we redesigned and re-engineered every detail of the device – to not
only making it a super powerful translator by simultaneously translating more than ninety-three
languages and accents but also seamlessly immersing into your everyday life with music.
Time Kettle M2 is powered by Quantum Bluetooth 5.0 chip to produce intelligent high responsive
playback while delivering a consistent and reliable connection.
??? offers incredible sound transmission for optimal experience while you are listening to music or
making phone calls.
Each earbud provides up to six hours of listening and translating on a single charge while a
compact and beautifully designed charging case delivers more than 30 hours of battery life and
allows you to instantly switch between songs with simple taps on the earbuds and even activate
your AI voice assistant. Completely intelligent and easy to use.
“ Hey Siri, play the next music”
In lesson mode simply put your phone on the table and our proprietary app accepts ??? whatever
you need to translate and simultaneously play right in your ears. Extract the recording in history,
save it on your phone or send it to your email whenever needed. Watching a movie or learning
from home MT works just as great and easy.
There's no wrong way to use it because you can use it in every way, on important phone calls you
need to translate all of a sudden, quickly switch to our app to use the speaker mode faster than
ever.
Time Kettle is known for our exclusive technology in simultaneous translation simply ???? the
other earbud to the person you need to have the conversation with. You're all set for highly
productive and efficient meeting. Bring it wherever you go. Here's the device for your everyday
music but more importantly you now have access and opportunities boundlessly even offline. Time
Kettle M2 is more versatile and capable. Here's the first one is perfection offering seamless
experience between you and the device.
Here's the new Time Kettle M2.

